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At Elmhurst Junior School we expect our pupils to receive an excellent provision of education
through a stimulating and experience-rich curriculum. Learning builds upon the knowledge
pupils already have. Through well planned and carefully sequenced lessons learning is built

upon throughout the year and throughout their time at Elmhurst; preparing them for a
successful transition onto the next step in their learning journey
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RATIONALE

Marking and providing instant feedback are essential parts of planning, assessment, teaching and
learning. Responding to pupils’ work through constructive comments, acknowledges achievement,
promotes positive attitudes and behaviour and leads to an improvement in standards.

At Elmhurst Junior  School, teachers follow an agreed system and consistent procedures in
responding to pupils’ work in order to give clear messages to pupils, parents and other teachers
about individual progress.

Evidence of our response to children’s work can be found recorded in books and on display, but
much of our feedback will also be verbal or instant feedback. A great deal of verbal praise is given
across the classes. We use our judgment as professionals in a constructive way when working with
young learners to take them forward.

At Elmhurst, we recognise the importance of feedback as part of the teaching & learning cycle, and
aim to maximise the effectiveness of its use in practice. We are mindful also of the workload
implications of written marking, and of the research surrounding effective feedback. Marking is only
worth doing if it improves students’ learning.



Our policy is underpinned by the evidence of best practice from the Education Endowment
Foundation and other expert organisations. The Education Endowment Foundation research shows
that effective feedback should:

● Redirect or refocus either the teacher’s or the learner’s actions to achieve a goal
● Be specific, accurate and clear
● Encourage and support further effort
● Be given sparingly so that it is meaningful
● Put the onus on students to correct their own mistakes, rather than providing correct answers

for them
● Alert the teacher to misconceptions, so that the teacher can address these in subsequent

lessons.

Key Principles

Our policy on feedback has at its core a number of principles:
the sole focus of feedback should be to further children’s learning;
evidence of feedback and marking is incidental to the process; we do not provide additional
evidence for external verification;
written comments should only be used where they are accessible to students according to age and
ability;
feedback delivered closest to the point of action is most effective, and as such feedback delivered in
lessons is more effective than comments provided at a later date;
feedback is provided both to teachers and pupils as part of assessment processes in the classroom,
and takes many forms other than written comments;
feedback is a part of the school’s wider assessment processes which aim to provide an appropriate
level of challenge to pupils in lessons, allowing them to make good progress.

All pupils’ work should be reviewed by teachers at the earliest appropriate opportunity so that it
might impact on future learning.

At Elmhurst, we expect children to edit before final feedback is given. Editing is a vital skill and is
recognised by both the National Curriculum and end of KS2 writing standards.

AIMS OF THE MARKING OF MARKING & FEEDBACK

●To provide opportunities to give praise and encouragement and to show we value the children’s
work.

●To motivate children, fostering their desire to produce high quality work and make progress.
●To develop their level of independence in assessing their own work
●To reinforce the standard being aimed for.
●To teach children to recognise what they do well.
●To allow children to build up a realistic picture of their strengths and weaknesses and foster a
culture whereby it is alright to make mistakes, but then good to learn from and remedy them
●To help children to improve their work through the setting of challenging, but achievable
targets.
●To inform the next steps of planning.
●To provide a record of past interactions for outside audiences.



Good marking and feedback occurs when it:

●Clearly relates to the aims of the lesson
●Is meaningful for the individual child
●Is positive and constructive, with appropriate praise given
●Encourages a dialogue between teacher and child.
●Includes comments that relate to the planned learning objectives and/or Success Criteria,
recognition of children's achievements and indication of the next steps in their learning .
●Indicates clearly which assessment criteria have been met.

A guide to  Elmhurst Junior School’s approach marking and feedback

Marking and feedback:

● May be undertaken either during the lesson so that dialogue can take place and areas of difficulty
be promptly dealt with or will be marked before the next lesson takes place.
● Relates to the Learning Objective.
● Involves the teaching team (CT /LSA) working with the children.
●Gives recognition and praise for achievement where appropriate and clear strategies for

improvement.
●Makes constructive criticism by targeting a specific area for improvement or offer guidance

on how to achieve the next level or grade.
●Uses consistent codes within Key Stages.
● Avoids over-marking e.g. It is more realistic that a child will benefit from the targeting of two or

three key points for when producing extended pieces of writing.

COLOUR CODES- FOR ALL WORK

Across the school staff will mark in specific colours:
● Green- Teacher
● Pink- TA/ Supply Teacher
● Purple- Pupils



ENGLISH MARKING

English marking and feedback strategies include:

●Verbal Praise
●Instant Feedback
●Stickers and other Reward Systems
●Use of agreed Marking Symbols- grids to be displayed clearly in all classrooms
●Children annotate their own work and pictures where appropriate
●Children’s written response to written feedback (written in purple pen or edited pen work
using a pencil)- when appropriate
●Response partners offer verbal feedback
●Use of Marking Grids for English for extended pieces of writing
●The teacher or LSA will write a challenge question or point to remember in English to extend and
develop learning or clear up misconceptions at least once a week or after a longer piece of work.
●All other work must be reviewed daily and acknowledged
●Feedback via Google docs when pupils draft and review

(Year 6 English marking to follow expectations necessary for KS2 moderation)

MATHS MARKING

All work must be reviewed daily and acknowledged including where photographic evidence is used
following concrete learning or practical investigations.
Where there are mistakes or misconceptions, one or more of the following should be used :-

● Adult modelling
● Adult explanation of mistake made
● A written question that will help the child to realise their mistake
● Highlighting where the mistake has been made
● Giving a further example for the child to practise

Maths vocabulary needs to be spelt correctly and modelled if specific vocabulary has not been used.
The Maths Promise is kept in the front of children’s books as a reminder of presentation expectations as
well as being used as a self-assessment tool.

Other could include:-
●Verbal Praise
●Instant Feedback
●Stickers and other Reward Systems
●Children marking their own work where appropriate
●Children marking work with their maths partner where appropriate
●Children’s written response to written feedback (in maths pencil)- when appropriate



SCIENCE
The minimum expectation for marking and feedback is for teachers to concentrate on a focus group
each week for developmental comments and green pen work. Marking should relate to key vocabulary,
knowledge and skills. Key vocabulary displayed at the beginning of each write up, teachers to highlight if
used appropriately.

Age appropriate spellings must be corrected (up to 3)

Other subjects

For other subjects, relevant marking symbols will be used to mark pieces of work in line with the
English marking policy. The Class Teacher will provide Instant Feedback during the lesson and any
work must be acknowledged in books. Marking should relate to key vocabulary, knowledge and
skills.

Age appropriate spellings must be corrected (up to 3).

SPELLING AND GRAMMAR

● In all work up to 3 incorrectly spelt high frequency words should be identified for correction by
using the correct marking symbol. Pupils should be given the opportunity to self correct the
incorrect spellings.

● All pupils should be trained how to use dictionaries. From Year 3 onwards, children will
begin to use thesauri to support their writing.

● By Y5, pupils (where appropriate) should be checking their own spellings.

SELF MARKING AND PEER ASSESSMENT

Selective self-marking by children and peer assessment is acceptable, providing the accuracy of
marking is checked. Purple pens will be used for this.

All children will be encouraged to self-evaluate. Younger children may use ‘smiley faces’ and/
or symbols such as traffic lights as an alternative method of self assessment.

MONITORING AND EVALUATING THIS POLICY

This policy will be monitored through further consultation of staff and through the planned
reviews.

Children’s workbooks will be monitored by the HT/ Extended leadership team and Subject Team
Leaders, with written and verbal feedback given to individual members of staff.

Where appropriate, subject leaders will highlight good practice and areas for development, in a
summary document, for all staff to consider and discuss.

Subject leaders will monitor subject specific marking as part of their monitoring role.



PARENTS

Parents have access to the policy via the School website.

They also have the opportunity to review their children’s work during class ‘Open Sessions’ on a
termly basis

Marking Grid for all pupils

Correct.

I really like this point.

. Incorrect.

sp A spelling error.

C A capital letter is missing or has been used incorrectly.

. ? ! , “-” Written in the margin. Maybe circled in the text if
appropriate to the development stage of the child.
A punctuation mark is missing or has been used incorrectly.

^ Something is missing.

?
This does not make sense.

// Start a new paragraph.

T Teacher worked with a child

LSA Learning support assistant worked with this child

ST Supply teacher worked on this activity



Maths Promise

I can show that I take great pride in my work. To do this...

✓ I will write the date in numbers.

✓ I will put one digit per square to ensure my

calculations are easy to read.

✓ I will take care to write digits clearly and neatly.

✓ I will ask if I don't understand any aspect of the task.

I will self-evaluate my learning by ...

😊  I understood my work today

😐  I understood some of my work today

😢  I didn't understand my work today

I will show my teacher the effort I have put into the

lesson by...

😊 I put effort into my work today

😢 I did not put enough effort into my work today

✓ I will correct errors by writing out my calculations

completely with a purple pen.


